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NEW QUESTION: 1
CORRECT TEXT
Answer:
Explanation:
DECLARE
@XML1 XML(Sales.InvoiceSchema)

NEW QUESTION: 2
A company is hosting a three-tier web application in an
on-premises environment Due to a recent surge in traffic that
resulted in downtime and a significant financial impact,
company management has ordered that the application be moved to
AWS. The application is written in .NET and has a dependency on
a MySQL database. A solutions architect must design a scalable
and highly available solution to meet the demand of
200,000 daily users.
Which steps should the solutions architect take to design an
appropriate solution?
A. Use AWS Elastic Beanstalk to create a new application with a
web server environment and an Amazon RDS MySQL Multi-AZ DB
instance The environment should launch a Network Load Balancer
(NLB) in front of an Amazon EC2 Auto Scaling group in multiple
Availability Zones. Use an Amazon Route

53 alias record to route traffic from the company's domain to
the NLB.
B. Use AWS Elastic Beanstalk to create an automatically scaling
web server environment that 6pans two separate Regions with an
Application Load Balancer (ALB) in each Region. Create a
Multi-AZ deployment of an Amazon Aurora MySQL DB cluster with a
cross-Region read replica. Use Amazon Route 53 with a
geoproximrty routing policy to route traffic between the two
Regions.
C. Use AWS CloudFormation to launch a stack containing an
Application Load Balancer (ALB) in front of an Amazon ECS
cluster of Spot Instances spanning three Availability Zones.
The stack should launch an Amazon RDS MySQL DB instance with a
Snapshot deletion policy. Use an Amazon Route 53 alias record
to route traffic from the company's domain to the ALB.
D. Use AWS CloudFormation to launch a stack containing an
Application Load Balancer (ALB) in front of an Amazon EC2 Auto
Scaling group spanning three Availability Zones. The stack
should launch a Multi-AZ deployment of an Amazon Aurora MySQL
DB cluster with a Retain deletion policy. Use an Amazon Route
53 alias record to route traffic from the company's domain to
the ALB.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
Refer to the exhibit. Which trusted infrastructure component is
missing and represented by the area labeled "A?"
A. Attestation Service
B. vSphere Virtual Machine Encryption
C. Key Management Server
D. Key Provider Service
Answer: C
Explanation:
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-vSphere/7.0/com.vmware.vspher
e.security.doc/GUID-CEFC9BAE-1685-49A7-9854-4AC997F2F1C3.html
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-vSphere/7.0/com.vmware.vspher
e.security.doc/GUID-E4945A3B-BCBE-42AD-A00F-6A6957217041.html

NEW QUESTION: 4
An implementation requires custom code in Adobe Experience
Platform Launch that sets an eVar.
The code looks like this:
However, when the rule executes, the following error appears in
the browser's console:
What are two possible cause of this error? (Choose two.):
A. The s object needs to first be declared in a page load rule.

B. The ''Make tracker globally accessible'' setting i n the
Adobe Analytics extension has not been enabled.
C. Then AppMeasurement library was deleted from the website.
D. Another JavaScript library on the page is conflicting with
Launch.
E. The Adobe Analytics extension has not been installed.
Answer: A,B
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